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The clinical diagnosis of new-onset type 1 diabetes has, for many years, been
considered relatively straightforward. Recently, however, there is increasing
awareness that within this single clinical phenotype exists considerable hetero-
geneity: disease onset spans the complete age range; genetic susceptibility is
complex; rates of progression differ markedly, as does insulin secretory capacity;
and complication rates, glycemic control, and therapeutic intervention efficacy vary
widely. Mechanistic and immunopathological studies typically show considerable
patchiness across subjects, undermining conclusions regarding disease pathways.
Without better understanding, type 1 diabetes heterogeneity represents a major
barrierboth todecipheringpathogenesis andto the translational effortofdesigning,
conducting, and interpreting clinical trials of disease-modifying agents. This re-
alization comes during a period of unprecedented change in clinical medicine, with
increasing emphasis on greater individualization and precision. For complex
disorders such as type 1 diabetes, the option of maintaining the “single disease”
approach appears untenable, as does the notion of individualizing each single
patient’s care, obliging us to conceptualize type 1 diabetes less in terms of
phenotypes (observable characteristics) and more in terms of disease endotypes
(underlying biological mechanisms). Here, we provide our view on an approach to
dissect heterogeneity in type 1 diabetes. Using lessons from other diseases and the
data gathered to date, we aim to delineate a roadmap through which the field can
incorporate the endotype concept into laboratory and clinical practice. We predict
that suchaneffortwill accelerate the implementationofprecisionmedicine andhas
the potential for impact on our approach to translational research, trial design, and
clinical management.

Describing aspects of biology as “heterogeneous”often has a negative connotation. It
is a term that is used when we do not understand a measured or observed aspect of
diseaseorwhenweneed toexplain data that arenot consistent. However, it is evident
that recognizing that there are “different kinds”of cells, genes, types of response, and
severity of disease could offer a set of opportunities for therapies to work and
biomarkers tobemeaningful. Thus, itmaybe timetoexploit heterogeneity rather than
curse it and to use the opportunity to carve out endotypes of type 1 diabetes that
have traction both in the clinic and in the laboratory.
The introduction of the term “endotype” can largely be attributed todevelopments

in the field of asthma (1) when it became apparent in the late 1990s that differ-
ent pathogenic mechanisms induce a similar symptom cluster and manifest as a
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phenotype, the implications being1) that
there are multiple pathways to disease
and 2) that pathway-specific therapeutic
strategies will appear to have limited
success if applied to a population of
subjects in which the pathway is only
active in a subgroup. From this new
thinking, the term “endotype”was coined;
in this case, the term reflects a subtype
of type 1 diabetes that can be defined
byadistinct functional or pathobiological
mechanism (that is also tractable ther-
apeutically).
Here, we focus on gaining a better

understanding of heterogeneity in type
1 diabetes and how the endotype con-
cept might be introduced to the field in
order to bring about a sea change in
clinical practice and research activity. As
the number of targeted immunotherapy
treatments under development contin-
ues to grow and associated clinical trial
activity proceeds unabated, this is a
propitious moment in which to evaluate
whether, and how, a strategic approach
to disease heterogeneity could unlock
the power of disease-modifying drugs
designed to arrest b-cell decline. Since
the existence of heterogeneity in dis-
ease traits is a critical component of
the rationale for studying endotypes,
it is valuable to begin by reflecting on
the nature of type 1 diabetes diversity.
Cataloguing all reported aspects of het-
erogeneity in detail is beyond the scope
of this article, and therefore some key

examples are highlighted in Table 1, and
others are expanded below in ENDOTYPE

DEFINITION LED BY OBSERVATIONS AND HYPOTHESES.
Examples include continuous as well
as qualitative variables and span the
different stages of disease. Of note, traits
are often linked (e.g., age andHLA-specific
autoimmunity) in such a way that sug-
gests associations that could be built
into distinct pathobiological entities
(endotypes).

THE IMPACT OF TYPE 1 DIABETES
HETEROGENEITY ON CLINICAL
TRIALS AND RESEARCH

An overarching goal of type 1 diabetes
research has been to bring forward
disease-modifying therapies that pre-
serve b-cell function (2). This has
been allied with progress made in
the design and conduct of interven-
tion (stage 3) and prevention (stages
1 and 2) trials. Despite some successes
and considerable knowledge gain, no
agent has progressed beyond phase III
clinical trials and into clinical practice,
and as such, type 1 diabetes remains an
outlier among the autoimmune dis-
eases. Numerous factors account for
this, but it is our contention that disease
heterogeneity contributes to this im-
passe in the field (3,4).

Hitherto, the potential confound-
ing effect of heterogeneity has been
insufficiently addressed in the design of
type 1 diabetes clinical trials, which

typically adopt very basic and standard
inclusion criteria (e.g., short time from
disease onset, wide age range, single
autoantibody) to assure consistency,
enable cross-trial analysis, and, at a
practical level, facilitate recruitment.
Yet, one can imagine that factors
such as disease severity, age, and un-
derlying genetic predisposition could
each influence trial outcomes and treat-
ment responsiveness (“theratypes”) (5).
These are rarely, if ever, used as strati-
fiers and when prespecified as covari-
ates their utility is often limited by
insufficient statistical power. In prac-
tice, whether a trial succeeds or fails
in meeting its primary objective(s),
there are often subgroups of subjects
who appear to benefit from the therapy.
One such example is monoclonal anti-
CD3 antibody (2). Despite promising
results in phase II trials, a phase III trial
with this agent did not meet its pri-
mary composite outcome of insulin use
(,0.5 units/kg per day) and glycated
hemoglobin A1c (,6.5%) at 1 year. How-
ever, some patients appear to have
responded rather well (i.e., younger
subjects with higher C-peptide at study
entry and patients from North America
and Europe) (6). More recently, this
approach has shown efficacy in preven-
tion of diabetes progression in high-risk
subjects without diabetes; intrigu-
ingly, subgroups defined by HLA and
zinc transporter 8 autoantibodies appear
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to be differentially responsive to the
drug (7). Similarly, while oral insulin
did not realize its primary objective
to delay progression from stage 1 to
stage 3 type 1 diabetes, an indepen-
dently randomized subgroup (distin-
guished by having first-phase insulin
release lower than a specified thresh-
old) had a 31-month delay in disease
progression (8). These observations
should be an incentive for stratification
to be built into trial design and for the
field to contemplate development of
drugs that work for the few rather
than the many. Moreover, and impor-
tantly for this discussion, this kind of
observation is a major learning oppor-
tunity (9) and could emerge as being a
critical path to endotype definition (see
below).
In sum, there are opportunities to

conduct smarter clinical and laboratory
studies. The risk of continuing with cur-
rent trends is an excess of nonproductive
science,poorutilizationof resources, and
disillusion among our patients and con-
stituencies.

LEARNING FROM OTHER DISEASES

One way to start integrating endotypes
into type 1 diabetes studies and appre-
ciate their potential impact is to draw
upon experiences in other complex dis-
eases in which they have been an im-
portant part of the development of
precision medicine approaches. Asthma
is the prototypical example, in which the
delineation of a subset of patients whose
airway disease is driven by type 2 cyto-
kines (the T2-high/low paradigm) led to
use of the term “endotyping” to describe
subpopulations in which the underlying
disease is caused by a uniform pathobio-
logic or molecular mechanism (1). The
endotyping paradigm proved critical for
advancing a new age of asthma medi-
cations andhas invoked theuseof amore
stringent definition of the term “endo-
type” that incorporates successful dis-
easemodification by a therapeutic agent
that targets the putative pathobiological
mechanism. The essential requirements
for success of the endotype model in
asthma were a robust understanding of
at least one pathobiological pathway, a
therapeutic intervention that interdicts
this, and a robust biomarker to identify
the disease subtype (10).
An obvious question, therefore, is,

“Can we simply transfer these principles

over to type 1 diabetes?” This is not so
easy, as type 1 diabetes has several
complicating features. As examples: the
target organ is inaccessible for scien-
tific interrogation in living individuals,
there is uncertainty about the canonical
immunological pathways that are re-
sponsible for b-cell death (and probably
there is heterogeneity), and the disease
burden is greatest in children and ado-
lescents, restricting some types of ex-
perimentation. Indeed, age is clearly
such a major driver of heterogeneity
in type 1 diabetes (Table 1) and other
diseases that it merits further discussion
(see below). Taken together, these dis-
ease features militate against easy sol-
utions to the endotype question.

FROM PHENOTYPES TO
ENDOTYPES IN TYPE 1 DIABETES:
A ROADMAP TO MAXIMIZING
OPPORTUNITIES

Several approaches are beginning to
emerge that could assist in defining en-
dotypes, including greater accessibility to
tools for sophisticated human immuno-
phenotyping; specific, targeted immune
therapies; and the application of systems
immunology and new statistical tools.
These offer opportunities that arebased
on 1) observation/hypothesis-driven ap-
proaches, as well as 2) unsupervised/
data-driven methodologies and 3) re-
sponse to therapy. In each case these
approaches will benefit from the oppor-
tunities that arise to study natural history
cohorts such as TrialNet (11), The Envi-
ronmental Determinants of Diabetes in
the Young (TEDDY) (12), and INNODIA
(13) as well as responder/nonresponder
subgroups in clinical trials (8).

Endotype Definition Led by
Observations and Hypotheses
A clear recognition of the heterogeneous
traits present in type 1diabetes has given
rise to numerous examples of possible
pathophysiological processes that could
be considered to be compatible with the
definition of an endotype, and focused
study addressing one or two of these
seems a reasonable place to start. With
this in mind, one of the more obvious
examples relates to a phenotype (e.g.,
development of a specific islet cell au-
toantibody) and its link to a genotype
(e.g., HLA) that would strongly infer that
a distinct pathophysiological process is
in operation. Birth cohort studies of

subjects with high risk of type 1 diabetes
that examine the timing of emergence of
specific autoantibodies indicate an early
peak of incidence of insulin autoantibody
(IAA)as thefirstmarkerof autoimmunity,
strongly linked to the HLA-DR4 haplo-
type; in contrast, GAD autoantibodies
(GADA) emerge as the sole marker of
autoimmunity later, and with a strong
link to the HLA-DR3 haplotype (Table 1).
This example raises an important ques-
tion, namely, whether a specific endo-
type represents a discrete, etiological
event and pathway or whether it is a
distinct outcome and pathological track
that arises on the background of causal
mechanisms that are the same for all
disease cases. It is probably too soon to
be definitive on this aspect of type 1
diabetes endotypes, and this important
concept will require careful teasing apart
using cohort studies and a better knowl-
edge of causality. For example, one can
hypothesize a pathway in which toler-
ance to (pro)insulin is breached early
following presentation of (pro)insulin
or related peptides by class II HLA mol-
ecules on the HLA-DR4 haplotype, lead-
ing to T- and B-cell activation and
autoantibody production; and tolerance
to GAD is similarly brokendperhaps at
a slower pace or following different
precipitantsdby presentation of GAD
peptides by HLA-DR3 haplotype–linked
molecules. In both situations, the un-
derlying causative event could be shared
(e.g., virus-mediated damage to islets) or
distinct (e.g., molecular mimicry for pro-
insulin or GAD), and in both there is a
common pathogenesis involving pro-
gression to multiple autoantibodies, sig-
nifying increased risk of disease, as well
as progression to diabetes (14). These
processes could be termed the “proin-
sulin autoimmune-DR4” (PADR4) and
“GAD autoimmune-DR3” (GADR3) endo-
types. Going forward, the field could
focus on defining the related but distinct
pathophysiological pathways more pre-
cisely, as well as using these twomarkers
(autoantibody and HLA) as stratifiers for
any therapeutic that emerges as being
particularly efficacious in limiting or re-
versing specific autoantigen presenta-
tion and loss of tolerance (15). One of
the challenges in this context is that
the reliable identification of these two
endotypes currently requires sampling
close to first seroconversion. Indeed,
findings from the Type1Diabetes Prediction
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and Prevention (DIPP) study suggest that
perhaps only half of those testing pos-
itive for GADA at diagnosis had GADA as
the first detectable autoantibody, mak-
ing the case that better biomarkers of
PADR4andGADR3will be required (16).
A second example is given by the dem-

onstration that in the pancreas, two dis-
tinct types of insulitic lesions are present in
subjectswith recent-onset type1diabetes,
distinguishable by the degree of cellular
infiltrate and presence of CD201 B cells
(termed hyperimmune CD20hi and pauci-
immune CD20lo) (17,18). This phenotype
carries important implications for endo-
type definition and treatment strategies.
For example, the hyperimmune CD20hi

status, which appears to be most overt
in the younger age-group, could be re-
sponsive to B-cell depletion therapies.
In both of these examples, age could

be a confounding influence. For the
putative PADR4 and GADR3 endotypes,
it will be important to examine the role
of age and whether this is a proxy for
different gene-environment interactions
(e.g., diet, infection) or immunological
maturity. It is plausible that what ap-
pears as a pathobiological phenomenon
(e.g., a greater preponderance of B
lymphocytes in islet immune infiltrates
in young children with type 1 diabetes)
is actually a reflection, at least in part,

of an age-related physiological differ-
ence in immune responsiveness (e.g.,
B-lymphocyte number and percentage
are higher in the blood in young children
compared with later childhood) (19).
Age thus functions as a proxy for changes
in immune and metabolic function. A
much better understanding of the mat-
uration of the key physiological systems
in childhood would undoubtedly help
here, and perhaps endotypes in which
the pathobiology diverges from the phys-
iology would be of particular interest.
At the very least, mechanistic and dis-
covery science studies aiming to uncover
endotypes should be careful to select par-
ticipants a priori (for example, according to
age,sex,autoantibodystatus,andHLA)oras
bins according to these features post hoc.
An emphasis on age relatedness is thus
an important part of the roadmap and
will undoubtedly help yield clearer data
and uncover the nature of physiology/
pathobiology relationships and their proxies.

Data-Driven Endotype Discovery
Beyond these clear and somewhat binary
examples, one innovative approach that
could be adopted in type 1 diabetes for
defining more complex endotypes is the
palette model, proposed by McCarthy
(20). Theprinciple is that several selected
major traits (i.e., palette colors) are

assigned as present/absent across a scale
(i.e., color shades) for each given subject.
Given a sufficient number of subjects,
there would be the potential to identify
subgroups of subjects whose disease is
reflected in palettes with a similar color/
shade composition. In addition, the pal-
ette colors could go beyond the mea-
surement of known traits but also include
system approaches (such as immunom-
ics by mass cytometry, whole blood
transcriptomics, metabolomics, and
proteomics) as in the design of the
INNODIA consortium studies (13). There is
insufficient spacehere todo justice to the
many studies that have defined po-
tentially important immune and meta-
bolic phenotypes that could contribute
to complex endotype definitions in
type 1 diabetes; therefore, as a means
to illustrate the palette as a potential
part of the roadmap, several of the more
prominent examples are shown in Fig. 1,
alongwith a strategy for discovering how
they could be used going forward. For
example, subjects with multiple dom-
inant phenotypes indicative of im-
mune hyperresponsiveness (e.g., multiple
autoantibodies, high antigen-specific
T-cell proliferation, activated CD8 T cells)
will cluster together (Fig. 1). McCarthy
describes several advantageous features
of this model, including: implicit acknowl-
edgment of the multifactorial nature of
type 1 diabetes, potential to reflect pro-
gression rates and response to therapy,
enablement of targeted therapies (e.g., for
T cell, B cell, interferon), focusing of re-
search efforts onto therapeutics and en-
couraging identification of the extremes
(“archetypes”), and the potential to iden-
tify surrogates that are more facile to
measure than multiple different pheno-
types. Developing this model could be
envisaged as a collaborative effort across
the key type 1 diabetes research networks
to achieve sufficient data points for clusters
to appear.

Endotype Definition Led by
Responders Versus Nonresponders
Analysis
Further insights into disease pathways
that could lead us to endotypes follow a
reversed discovery track; these are learn-
ings from the study of clinical responses
in the setting of intervention trials, in
which a therapeutic agent appears to be
most effective in a subgroup of patients.
Examples foranti-CD3andoral insulinare

Figure 1—The palette model for defining endotypes. A series of characteristics are defined and
graded using immunoassays and the data analyzed for evidence of clustering to reveal complex
endotypes.
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given above; further indications of such
theratypes include the analysis of the
effects of costimulation blockade on im-
mune compartments in the setting of
the TrialNet intervention study with the
costimulation blocking agent CTLA4-Ig
(Abatacept) (21). A plasma-induced tran-
scription assay showed that the patients
exhibiting high innate inflammatory bias at
baseline exhibitedmore rapid disease pro-
gression as well as a greater therapeutic
response to CTLA4-Ig (22). In another
study, a treatment-induced change in
the configuration of memory/näıve com-
partments of CD41 T lymphocytes was
reported (23). These findings further sup-
port theexistenceofdiscreteendotypesof
type 1 diabetes that exhibit distinct im-
munoregulatory profiles at clinical onset
and that these may be useful for design
and analysis of clinical trials.
These examples, in addition to many

others (24), provide support for a strat-
egy that is being increasingly adopted to
understand drug mechanisms of action,
human physiology, and disease, namely,
the use of experimentalmedicine studies
(for example, a drug or intervention is used
to examine hypothetical changes in the
immune system as the primary end point)
rather than clinical trials (efficacy or safety
is the outcome). One could also contem-
plate the use of combinations of therapies
(each with distinct mechansims of actions)
across a diverse population to highlight
drugs with distinct, subgroup-dependent
effects.

CONCLUSIONS: MOVING FROM
PHENOTYPES TO ENDOTYPES IN
TYPE 1 DIABETES

Ultimately, the considerable effort re-
quired to establish robust endotypes of
type 1 diabetesmust be justified in terms
of its importance for, and impact upon,
clinical management, clinical trial design,
and research studies on disease patho-
genesis. Examples of the bearing this
might have are therefore worth consid-
ering. In relation to new patients being
seen for the first time in the type 1
diabetes clinic, for example, the identi-
fication of endotypes with rapid and
unrelenting progression to a state of
minimal C-peptide secretion, as opposed
to prolonged honeymooning with limited
insulin requirement, could guidemanage-
ment decisions such as pump adoption or
other advanced technologies and the in-
tensity with which education programs

are pursued. A greater impact might be
seen in the design of immunotherapy
trials in the short-term and adoption of
disease-modifying therapies into clinical
practice in the longer term. In trials, the
clear definition of type 1 diabetes endo-
types that associate with responsiveness
to specific therapies could provide suffi-
ciently compelling early-phase outcome
data so that drugs make a faster transition
to market and are explicitly earmarked for
use in a disease subset. To arrive at these
advances will take sustained, high-quality
research that must be conducted with
cognizance of the potential positive/
negative impact of heterogeneous traits
and phenotypes. Performing experiments
with human samples, and taking into
consideration the possibility that, for ex-
ample, males and females have different
immunological behavior depending on
age, hormonal status, BMI, and other
factors, is likely to yield data of higher
quality, with lower variance, and thus
make a more incisive contribution to
knowledge and understanding. If these
“codes of practice” are widely adopted
and studies and clinics are conducted
against a background of wide awareness
of the endotype concept, then there is the
definite potential for significant advances
in practice to be made.

During an era that is unprecedented in
the application of immune and biologic
therapies to disorders as diverse as can-
cer, hypercholesterolemia, and psoriasis,
type 1 diabetes remains an outlier in
terms of not having a disease-modifying
therapy beyond single hormone re-
placement. This means that despite
representingamajorunmetneed, it stands
to miss out on the benefits of precision
medicine. One of the barriers to overcome
in order to address this current, parlous
status is the impact of disease heteroge-
neity. We propose that defining, under-
standing, and applying disease endotypes
in type 1 diabetes are steps that warrant
keen attention as we design new labora-
tory and clinical studies. A revised model
fordisease investigationandmanagement,
entailing categorization of patients by bi-
ology, should replace the “one size fits all”
approach and would be transformational.
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